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Abstract
Betta fish is famous as a fighter fish with a difference between betta fish with other types of fishes. Many people are interested in buying the Betta fish with a beautiful tail and attractive color with a giant belly. Thus, the paper aims to build a Semantic Web with API of delivery services. We design a system to enable and increase the betta fish sales of the Yogyakarta Community, Indonesia. We construct an application with REST of a web semantics to retrieve various data, including places and shipping cost of items to enable buyers to estimate fish prices and shipping costs.
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1. Introduction

Fish is one of the potential non-oil and gas economic commodities. Increasing demand both at home and abroad. It encourages the development of ornamental fish culture in Indonesia. One of them is betta splendens or better known as betta fish. Betta fish are famous as fighter fish; the actual difference between betta fish is their sex. Betta male has a beautiful tail and attractive color, in contrast to female betta fish with a giant belly and colors that tend to be dull. Its size is small but has a high exotic value, significantly when the hickey widens [3].

In general, people know about betta fish through social media, marketplaces such as Tokopedia, Shopee, BukaLapak, and Olx, and can also visit the fish shops directly. New sellers may offer their fish to a fishing shop, but for daily expenses such as feed, daily necessities, etc., of course, it still lacks, while online marketing takes a long time to gain customer trust. If the betta fish seller does not sell, it will cause-effect of retirement in the world of betta fish, if that happens sustainably, it will reduce the value of ornamental fish exports, especially betta fish, which are getting better and better, and other countries like Thailand and Vietnam will gain more trust outside the country [16].

Communities can only distribute a few fish; the rest they market themselves. Based
on the fish community problem when it is challenging to advertise their fish.. The community needs a media for marketing their betta fish by utilizing web semantic technology. Thus, we develop a system to help marketing activities by using semantic concepts [1][2].

To develop the web semantic, there are several technologies. One of them is the REST (REpresentational State Transfer). REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is an architectural style with rules such as a uniform interface so that if the rules are applied to web services, it will be able to maximize the performance of web services, especially on performance, scalability, and ease of modification. In the REST architecture (REpresentational State Transfer), data and functions are considered as resources that can be accessed through a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), usually in the form of a link on the web.

We utilize the REST is to make the semantic website more complete with additional postage checks directly on the menu, making website users easier to check shipping costs without opening a direct shipping website. The system can display a list of prices of items and categories. Therefore, in this paper, we develop a Web Semantics application with REST in searching the Betta fish with the semantic method using the CI framework and PHP language [5][6].

2. Method

Semantic web pages a vision of the web's future, and information is given explicit meaning so that it is easier to be processed by machines automatically and more easily brings together the information available on the web. The semantic web is an extension of the web that supports databases in the machine-readable form [4].

The semantic web is a web that can describe things in a way that computers can understand. The semantic web is not separate, but a fruit extension of an existing one, where the information provided has a good understanding of the definition, better-enabling computers and people to work together. Many papers discussed the implementation of the semantic web in various fields[7][8]. Web semantics with the application of using web services, namely web technology. It enables an application to connect with other applications through the HTTP protocol with the message format JSON or XML.

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is a web-based communication architecture that is often applied in service development Web-based. Generally, use HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is a protocol for data communication.

Fig. 1: Web semantic architecture for searching Beta fish using semantic concept.

Web application sends a request in the form of a menu available on the REST API via the internet in the form of JSON data sent to the destination API, and the database sends the requested menu to web services that are directly sent via the API. The API responds to
the requested menu in JSON data and sends a request.

REST is an architectural style with rules such as a uniform interface, so that if the rules are applied to web services, it will be able to maximize the performance of web services, especially on performance, scalability, and ease of modification. In the architecture REST (REpresentational State Transfer), data and functions are considered as resources that can be accessed through a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), usually in the form of a link on the web. On the REST architecture, the REST server provides resources (resources/data), and the REST client accesses and displays resources for future use. Each resource is identified by URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers) or global IDs. These resources are represented in text format, JSON, or XML. In general, the format uses JSON and XML [14].

In this semantic web system, a client sends a data or request via HTTP Request, and then the server responds via HTTP Response. Components of the HTTP request: Verb, HTTP method used for example GET, POST, DELETE, PUT, etc. Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to identify the location of resources on the server. We utilize the Request Header that contains metadata for HTTP Request. For example, the client/browser type, the formats supported by the client, the body's format, the message cache settings, etc. Request Body, the content of data.

3. Proposed System

In this paper, we apply the UML as a flow processing the application of semantic web in betta fish sales consisting [15]. We present the use case, activity, diagrams, and class diagrams of this system. Use case diagrams for the system to be built can be seen in Fig. 2.

![Use Case Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2 Use Case Diagram The**

Use case diagram in Fig. 2 shows the system's behavior with the actor who is the main character built. The system to be built has three actors: admin, member, and user. The admin actor can first view information, process system data, and make sales after logging
in first. Actor members can view information and sales after logging in first. The user actor can see the information provided. Fig. 3 explains how activities process when checking shipping costs.

![Activity diagram for check shipping cost](image)

**Fig. 3 Activity diagram for check shipping cost**

Sequence check diagram for shipping cost. Explains the actor admin, member, and user have the same flow. Can be seen in Fig. 4.

![Sequence diagram check shipping costs](image)

**Fig. 4 Sequence diagram check shipping costs.**

### 4. Result

Implementation of the program is the final stage that is ready to be applied to the actual situation. Based on the analysis, it is expected that the system has been built according to the community’s needs.

a. Page Home
Page home describes the homepage's look; the user can select a menu that has been prepared. Can be seen in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5 Homepage](image)

b. **Page Check Shipping Cost**
This shipping check shipping page includes the destination city, home city, shipping service, estimation, and weight. Can be seen in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 Delivery Check Page](image)

c. **Fish Details**
The detail page for ordering is done by clicking on the Order Now button, as shown in Fig. 7.
d. Check Costs
   Next directed go to the postage check page then the user enters the destination city and courier, then click the check postage button. The requested data in the form of JSON can be seen in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 Check Shipping and Ordering](image)

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```

e. Page Results Check Shipping Costs and WhatsApp Booking
   Finally, click the Buy Now button, and the user will be directed to the WhatsApp web to continue ordering. The data sent is the result that the user inputted in Fig. 9.

Send the following to +62 877-1991-9014 on WhatsApp

```
```

Fig. 9 Check Results On WhatsApp
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we design a semantic system by taking data from the Shipping Services API and the Community Data using UML. We implement web semantics using the REST architecture in which the REST client was requesting JSON data to obtain data on the postage check form. The data will show the items based on estimation and postage prices requested and displayed with web semantics concepts in the fish searching process. Based on the system implementation, the semantic web can help increase fish sales and predict what fish will be trending in the future. In this system, the user can select the fish he likes and displays the number of fish based on user preferences. This study can motivate other semantic research to upgrade our semantic model to increase fish selling via online media.
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